2011 Sharon Parish Award Winner

Mr. Carl Workman was presented the first “Sharon R. Parish ‘People Always’ Leadership Award” on May 11, at the 2011 DoD Procurement Conference and Training Symposium in Orlando, Florida. Mr. Workman, Deputy Director for Special Programs at DCMA in Fort Lee, was fortunate enough to learn from Mrs. Parish’s example during his employment at NGA. Mr. Workman is a leader who focuses on helping others thrive, and his efforts with the DCMA Tomorrows Leader’s Initiative and mentoring program have helped numerous others grow and learn professionally. He was involved in establishing an Intern program in DCMA Special Programs, further illustrating his commitment to developing emerging leaders. Mr. Workman participated in the Defense Leadership and Management Program and has worked to develop effective partnerships within his agency to collaborate on a number of fields to facilitate operations and provide opportunities.